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Im sick of all these threads of people losing shit ton of money on
/biz/ when it shouldnt have to be that way. I started on April 2016
with 30k, and today im at this level. 

Ask me anything. I will tell you everything. Im here to help, no bullshit

▶
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 Anonymous (ID: oOhifK7H ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:45:13 No.4869511 >>4869786

>>4869453 (OP)

how often do you use /biz for advice or do you just come here for the memes?

 Anonymous (ID: DHMWJXOL ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:45:16 No.4869513 >>4869786

Where did you get most of your wealth? BTC, ETH, or smaller alts?

 ytuyt (ID: plPj/ofH ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:46:15 No.4869544 >>4870767

is REQ really going to moon?

 Anonymous (ID: xdlpQA0a ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:46:27 No.4869551 >>4869665 >>4869786 >>4881043

Do I turn my alts into BTC right now or just keep holding them as alts? 

I'm not too mad, because I'm up 300% in fiat over 5 months, but if I had bought held bitcoin, I would be up
like 500%.

 Anonymous (ID: fSsBTUbE ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:46:56 No.4869565 >>4869786

>>4869453 (OP)
Does make sense to buy alts now or I'll be crushed?

 Anonymous (ID: iv/pnCvh ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:47:11 No.4869572

What do you think will happen with BTC in the next two weeks and what's your strategy?

 Anonymous (ID: 7WNdn8LT ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:47:31 No.4869605

Based anon. I wish i were you

 Anonymous (ID: F5KGpv1w ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:48:28 No.4869636 >>4875265
File: 1481170009319.jpg (12 KB, 199x253)

>>4869453 (OP)
>Ask me anything. I will tell you everything. Im here to
help, no bullshit
What's your private key?

 Anonymous (ID: KlmfjFga ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:48:38 No.4869642 >>4869853

what happened in may that caused the alt moon? when/do you think it will happen again

 Anonymous (ID: 52VRIHqe ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:49:33 No.4869665

>>4869551
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not op obviously, but i wouldnt finalize the losses in your alt gains (as long as those arent completely dead)
by trading in. 

practically every alt is gonna moon at one time or another. you gotta take advantage of that then, of course

 Anonymous (ID: 02A0QctO ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:50:39 No.4869700

>>4869453 (OP)
Faggot. That's all you made in a year of crypto?

 Anonymous (ID: 8D8oPGsn ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:50:44 No.4869705 >>4869853

>>4869453 (OP)
Is CFI going up ever again to 3k sats?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:53:34 No.4869786 >>4869823 >>4870186 >>4871588 >>4875942

>>4869511
Zero, I just come for the memes desu. Don't get any trading advice, from here, from reddit or from any
social media. 

>>4869513
ETC bought at .80-1 dollar (Dec 16) sold at 18-20 (May-June)
BCH never sold, but bought more at (300-500)

Those are my big two. I made some bitcoins buying low on some alts like Golem, Edgeless, Iconomi. But I
never invested too much. I always try to keep my BTC portfolio to be 70-80% of my holdings.

>>4869551
Dont buy btc, its too late if you are not holding it. Just wait for a correction. As long as your alts are not
doing too bad on FIAT, then dont worry too much

>>4869565
If you own BTC, buy some with very strong fundamentals, It doesnt make THAT much sense since its just
BTC going up and alts staying more or less the same

 Anonymous (ID: zxmdsTRI ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:55:05 No.4869823 >>4870027

>>4869786
where do you get your trading advice from, care to share sources?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)20:56:26 No.4869853 >>4870009 >>4881063

>>4869642
BTC stagnated and ETH was the hot shit. It may happen again next year, with some coins. but if you are
holding some obscure alt, then i wouldnt get my hopes to high. Im talking about coins that right now are at
the top 25 mkt cap consistently. And thats a minimum requirement, of course there are exceptions for
everything

>>4869705
Probably not, dollar wise it went down 25% when i bought. Its not a big positions so i dont really care. Good
things are coming for them in the future. So thats why im still holding

 Anonymous (ID: EFXpZhqK ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:00:07 No.4869960 >>4870214 >>4881094 >>4882445
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File: image.jpg (405 KB, 750x1334)

Please, anon.

Do I sell half and pay my student debt? Or keep playing the game? 

I got justed from 15 to 4 btc and can’t sleep anymore

If sell, what? I’m emotionally attached to all of it lol

 Anonymous (ID: mgYPq0Wm ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:01:30 No.4869999 >>4870214 >>4870222 >>4878578

"Cough" 1PS9VYeUkt9Li2ECjztCzpenGytJkyqNbX "cough"

Shit dude nice stack. How far do you see the crypto market going?? I mean it will last for a long time but
how long you think this high volatility will last??

 Anonymous (ID: jxFiWkEx ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:01:32 No.4870000 >>4870132 >>4870315 >>4875339 >>4878578
>>4882093

>>4869453 (OP)
How do I turn $5000 portfolio into 1.5 btc.

Quads for recognition.

 Anonymous (ID: 8D8oPGsn ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:02:00 No.4870009 >>4870214

>>4869853
Any coin altcoin you could recommend right now?

Im all in alts and some are shitty as fuck and im concerned.

Do you think XRB is good?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:02:34 No.4870027 >>4870858 >>4871239 >>4875942

>>4869823
I used to be in a paid group to learn TA and other shit. But in all honesty its not about that at all. Trend lines
and Fib extensions are the only things i see that consistently work, everything else just muddles the water

The most IMPORTANT things that you need to know are 2: Trading psychology and Information. For trading
psychology i found "Trading in the zone" books and videos to be useful. The most important thing is
information. Do your research, try to stay along the lines of coins that are proven to work. That would be the
top 10/20. Focus more on long term trades.

As habits, you should only get into a trade if you have strong convictions for it. The risk of a trade should be
a serious commitment, you shouldnt be buyign shit just because someone on /biz/ ,twitter, or reddit said so.

Link is the prime example of this.

 Anonymous (ID: ynxSbRXT ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:03:49 No.4870060

Give me 0.1 and ill suck yo d

1Ft7n2GDjVWKg4o1y5Y6fKxyL6AoXtCJAH
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 Anonymous (ID: EYJErfRa ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:03:55 No.4870064

>>4869453 (OP)

whats happening on sunday? How will it impact the market?

 Anonymous (ID: hVSCGUKV ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:04:42 No.4870081 >>4870144

>>4869453 (OP)

hey dude, im sorry to do this but can you help me with an small ammount? i just want idk 50 dollars to
invest in iota, please im fucking broke im an student and maybe an small ammount in iota in 6 months can
be a lot to me

1JSy97Y7X9UBQVcvDnzou1KqKrbzwfSDrB

thanks a lot

 Anonymous (ID: jxFiWkEx ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:05:21 No.4870101 >>4870542

>>4869453 (OP)
I've been holding Ark since August 1st.

This is the longest coin I've ever held and I think I've genuinely become deluded.

Is it really a shitcoin deep down?

 Anonymous (ID: T0ZeH7Fh ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:05:45 No.4870116 >>4870542

>>4869453 (OP)
I hope to make as much as you did, but I'm worried that the market conditions will fizzle out very soon.

Do you think that cryptocurrencies will ever die out, meaning the volatility and thus opportunity for profit
goes away?

I hope it lasts for at least 12 more months, that's all I need to make some good money.

 Anonymous (ID: JSLm6nzO ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:05:57 No.4870123 >>4871671

I'm living in 3rd world country, my home is a piece of trash and i'm always hungry. However i have a job
(500$ salary) so i can spend 250$ every month for crypto. Can you give me some advice about investing?

 Anonymous (ID: EYJErfRa ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:06:14 No.4870132

>>4870000
>Quads for recognition.

how the fuck

 Anonymous (ID: /xpGyYSX ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:06:23 No.4870138 >>4870542 >>4874952

>>4869453 (OP)
I put $650 in BTC into today. Any advice on trading to make most of my gains? I might sink another 100 in
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an alt(aiming towards ETH).

 Anonymous (ID: 0XZcnuO4 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:06:31 No.4870144

>>4870081
fucking crackheads i tell ya
>cmon man I'll give you this cheeseburger for some sats
>cmon! ill zuk ya dick mang!

 Anonymous (ID: zU427eSl ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:07:42 No.4870186 >>4870542

>>4869786
when do you think BTC will correct?
What do you think of IOTA?

 Anonymous (ID: uJHAEtXs ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:08:15 No.4870202

do you ever take profits in USD? ever look into algo or quantitative trading?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:08:44 No.4870214 >>4870266 >>4870318

>>4869999
Dunno man. I have to admit im weary about the CME/CBOE thing. Worst case scenario would be that it
causes a crash back to 1000-2000 levels and then kills any volatility, so good bye crazy gains, but then
again there are other alts. So dont worry too much. If btc goes absolutely to the moon. Iike 30-50k. And
never comes back, then people will start investing on something else.

>>4869960
Dude you are fine. thats a good portfolio. My BCH position went down 20BTC in the last two days, who
cares, dollar wise im at my ATH. It will have its day to shine. Focus on dollars mate. I notice that when BTC
corrects alts recover and end up in better shape dollar wise that they were before the crash. so hang in
there.

>>4870009
Never heard of it. Right now im focused on ADA. Im looking forward to Metronome. Bitcoin Cash is pretty
swell too.

 Anonymous (ID: t7NXMb7o ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:08:53 No.4870218 >>4870542

>>4869453 (OP)
I started in october with 7k, turned it into 42k, to 25k, back to 40k, back to 26k.

Do i just hold my btc and stop trading? At this rate all will be lost

 Anonymous (ID: mgYPq0Wm ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:09:00 No.4870222 >>4870300

>>4869999
I got quads too m8

 Anonymous (ID: 8D8oPGsn ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:10:41 No.4870266 >>4870542

>>4870214
ADA price is collapsing, when would be a good time to buy? It is a 2 B cap coin, does it really have room to
10x or more growth?
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 Anonymous (ID: WBuu3Q5m ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:11:27 No.4870295

humble fag with white baby factory need btc
1aEKkbuCRh42eqFN2n6KhBrGAFmLZqrWp 

Will convert to ETH > REQ then set stop loss at 10% drop after rising 50%

 Anonymous (ID: jxFiWkEx ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:11:33 No.4870300 >>4878239

>>4870222
he skipped me :( 

nice trips senpai have some dubs as dessert

 Anonymous (ID: Q75BzYfv ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:11:45 No.4870311 >>4870735
File: 1509598472847.jpg (138 KB, 1778x1000)

>>4869453 (OP)
I put 500 euros into BTC about a week ago and now I am up 100%. However, I'd
prefer to turn this into more without just holding the BTC, although that seems like the
smartest strategy right now considering the skyrocketing value of this shitty currency. I
am a law student but since I dont pay student fees, and since I can basically take as

long as I fucking want, day trading is an option to me. Should I bother? Was the investment too little?
Should I just hold until BTC obviously starts to tank and cash out? 500 bucks really arent a lot to me so a bit
of gambling wouldnt be too bad I guess. Whats the most likely route to succeed her? Blow some more
money on stuff like XMR since its superior from a technological standpoint?

 Anonymous (ID: VWdXzx9c ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:11:59 No.4870315

>>4870000
Checked

 Anonymous (ID: Ge4PRYN8 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:12:10 No.4870318 >>4870735

>>4870214
It's easy to point out your successes, but what have been the biggest mistakes you've made and what have
you done to avoid them again?

 Anonymous (ID: HqUtFngP ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:12:21 No.4870326

>>4869453 (OP)
bitcoin is crashing at 4pm EST tomorrow 

sell at 11am est at peak market

 Anonymous (ID: kRH77h1c ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:15:12 No.4870404 >>4870503 >>4870807

Currently i am at a 50% loss with lumen, which I went all in on. 
What do? Sell at a loss or hodl?

Should I just kill myself?
I lost most of my money in one day, and I am a broke boy. It hurts, I do not even want to live anymore.
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 Anonymous (ID: lx9Wa7F2 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:17:39 No.4870487

>>4869453 (OP)
GO FUCK YOURSELF!!. I STARTED IN 2011 AND LOSE EVEN MORE MONEY THAN THAT!. FUCK..
NOOOOOOO FUCK YOU!

 Anonymous (ID: S5wiOejO ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:17:47 No.4870491 >>4870540 >>4870807

This alt crash took my stack from 6 BTC to 3.49 over the course of two days. I'm still way up in USD, but
obviously I'm down in total profits. If I sold yesterday I'd be at 5.3, if I sold 6 hours ago, I'd be at 4.6... Feelin'
the burn.

 Anonymous (ID: zm6x1Xh0 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:18:08 No.4870503 >>4870741

>>4870404
You spoiled lil shit, people are having it far worse and u wanna kill yourself for losing half of your
investment. Die

 Anonymous (ID: MFarlZto ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:19:02 No.4870540

>>4870491
I hope this recovers, my portfolio is bleeding really hard, and btc is bullish af. There Must be a correction.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:19:04 No.4870542 >>4870743 >>4872540

>>4870101
Dude you are doing good. Keep holding. Its just BTC going up, not Ark going down.

>>4870116
Well see, if BTC becomes so expensive to own. There would be other coins people invest on. Dont worry. I
also felt i was running out of time when I started on 15'. But there will be plenty of opportunities. Patience is
key

>>4870138
Sell them and wait for a correction

>>4870186
Dont know, but the sooner the safer it will be. I would aim to 8k-10k.

>>4870218
Always keep at least 70% of your crypto in BTC.

>>4870266
Its possible, Last year i would never imagine ethereum to be at 400 when it was at 10. There are no
guarantees. But little has changed since then. And believe me, a lot more people are paying attention. ADA
is huge in Asia, specially in Japan. I bought most of mine at 350 sat, but i want more so im just buying dips

 Anonymous (ID: 5g38GA20 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:19:34 No.4870556

>buy bitcoin
>sell 24 hours later
>profit
>investing
I hate this timeline
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 Anonymous (ID: 5wQRzfuI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:21:20 No.4870599

>>4869453 (OP)
Very clever way to shill BAT... Prawn looking for an exit?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:25:33 No.4870735

>>4870311
Day trading is really hard and stressful and at the end of the day 99% dont make more money that just a
buy and hold strategy. IMO just keep your day job, buy some BTC at a dip. and try to focus on other coins.
BCH or ADA are on my list, but XMR is good too. Its just a matter of taste as long as it is not complete SHIT

>>4870318
1) Place a trade based on fear or greed, instead of information

2) Shorting Against BTC and not getting out. 

3) Overtrading

Its almost guaranteed that you will lose money if you FOMO trade. This one took me time to learn. Never
short a bull market, specially if you plan to leave your short open for more than a day. Overtrading, dont
trade shit you know little about, or you just heard on /biz/

 Anonymous (ID: kRH77h1c ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:25:49 No.4870741 >>4872181

>>4870503
Spoiled? that is all the money I have. It was my only chance of paying off my loans without living like a
poorfag for the next couple of years. By the way, the investment? Only 3k, that is nothing for you spoiled
rich fags. a lot of money to me. Seeing it all drop is like seeing my dog die etc. I worked hard to make that
and now I have nothing

 Anonymous (ID: 8D8oPGsn ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:25:51 No.4870743

>>4870542
Thanks for the info. Do you think regular altcoins have a chance to go to pre august btc price? I have big
piles of shit like firstblood, numeraire, maidsafe, wings and waves.

 Anonymous (ID: ip4dhS8e ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:26:36 No.4870767

>>4869544
Next year it will this is just a bullshit phase. Only buy if your long term, short terms a complete gamble.

 Anonymous (ID: xLqNQhT5 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:27:24 No.4870793 >>4870896

>>4869453 (OP)
if it sometimes a better move to sell your alt for ethereum instead of BTC?

 Anonymous (ID: vG5mMG1S ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:27:40 No.4870795

>>4869453 (OP)
please op tell me what you think about chainlink, is it a scam? im in with 15000 shares for longterm but im
sweating looking at the dips.

whats your opinion on chainlink?
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 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:28:04 No.4870807 >>4870837 >>4870913

>>4870404
Dont buy shit once its already gone. You need to just forget about it. There will be another opportunity

>>4870491
Worrying about the past. is useless mate. If you are up dollar wise, and the alts you bought have good
fundamentals and are ok dollar wise, then dont fret.

 Anonymous (ID: kRH77h1c ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:29:19 No.4870837 >>4870939

>>4870807
What do you think about lumen? Will it go back up? Will it keep dropping? I bought it at 1250 satoshi. What
is the chance of it mooning soon?

 Anonymous (ID: 7D0qTR3P ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:30:06 No.4870858

>>4870027
OP literally just FUDDED $LINK

>im calling bullshit on this thread

 Anonymous (ID: Yhz4Fown ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:30:57 No.4870881 >>4871089

>>4869453 (OP)
how do i get started?

 Anonymous (ID: G2ABpijB ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:31:03 No.4870884

>>4869453 (OP)
OP did you use pump groups like this?
https://discord.gg/UgTfgYH

Thoughts on organised pump groups?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:31:26 No.4870896

>>4870793
No, the only coin proven to be in a solid bull market so far is BTC. that may change in the future, but for
now the majority of your portfolio should remain BTC. if you dont have any BTC, dont buy it now. The
downside risk is much higher, than the upside. BTC needs to go to 33k just for you to do a 2x. not worth it

 Anonymous (ID: gCOqybLR ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:31:50 No.4870901

1JnDC8hUGk3BFS9GjgrGPgZcqTHGfrqb9R

btc please. im starving

 Anonymous (ID: S5wiOejO ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:32:08 No.4870913 >>4871089

>>4870807
Yeah, I know man. It just sucks. I spent a few months of time trading my measly 2 BTC up and then it gets
utterly destroyed in two days. I'm like 40% in ETH though, so hopefully that'll mean something next year.
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 Anonymous (ID: WBuu3Q5m ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:32:46 No.4870928

Op or any old school coiners, 

I have dozens of LTC WDC Chn BTB coins from 2013 and some are raising 400% in the past week. When i
attach my wallet they don't show from before. Chn is rising but cant find nodes

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:33:09 No.4870939

>>4870837
I dont know much about them. I personally dont like to trade Ripple and Lumens. There is something about
them that rubbs the wrong way. Check the dollar price, BTC is too volatile too mean anything about any alt
right now.

 Anonymous (ID: m+7Ept6V ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:33:49 No.4870956 >>4871268

>>4869453 (OP)
How has your life changed knowing that you have much more money? Were you ever scared when you
started?

...also 3$ ? anything helps, thanks
1DBtaLxwu7q5VBw4Ksn1MWXiuXzVkY7ieb

 Anonymous (ID: 7xAGHPku ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:36:02 No.4871004 >>4871268

I held vertcoin and now it's dropping below $6 ;_;

What do I do?

I maxed out my credit cards on bills and I don't know if I'll have enough for next month

 Anonymous (ID: ip4dhS8e ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:36:16 No.4871012 >>4871268

>>4869453 (OP)
What's your short term thoughts on BCH. It's actually starting to blow my mind how irrational this markets
becoming. I'm wanting to sell to get my original investment out, thoughts?

 Anonymous (ID: 3XQ/Nety ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:37:05 No.4871029 >>4871268

>>4869453 (OP)
When do you think BTC will crash and why?

What alt do you think has the best potential?

 NgrFgt (ID: rUfNmdoX ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:38:24 No.4871056 >>4871268

>>4869453 (OP)
What are your thoughts on LTC, OMG PPT for long term holds desu? Thank you.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:39:44 No.4871089

>>4870881
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>>

>>

Read "trading in the zone" you need to understand your feelings first.

Read some basics about TAing. I only use trendlines and fib extensions, fib retracements. And only on
coins with high liquidity. If you have cash ready. Start moving it to coinbase or bitstamp so you can buy BTC
in a dip.

Be picky about the coins you buy. Wait for dips. Be patient. Its just like hunting. You don't go out and start
shooting at anything that moves. You wait for prey that is worth something to appear.

>>4870913
Yeah man. The idea is to develop thick skin, and start getting cynical about things.

 Anonymous (ID: QAhzMYzN ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:43:56 No.4871187 >>4874352

>>4869453 (OP)
currently up 3x from holding BTC since September (around $10k profit). Is it wise to take some profits out
now? And buy back in later

 Anonymous (ID: o4Rdh5P3 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:46:02 No.4871239 >>4871303 >>4871314 >>4871363 >>4876409

>>4870027
>Link is the prime example of this.
But if you actually read the LINK white papers and understood what it did, you wouldn't be saying this OP.
No offense, but you're talking out your ass. LINK is a meme, but it's a meme with a solid background. Cap
this. LINK is a fine investment.

 Anonymous (ID: 9gP/AB0h ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:46:07 No.4871241 >>4874571 >>4884564

Thanks for this positive thread anon. It's definitely refreshing as most of /biz/ is extremely negative even
though we're actually on the inside for once in our lives.

I'm looking at ADA as well. 

One thing is the shitcoin LTC. I want to buy 3k worth because of essentially Normiebase and it's marketing.
It just feel it's an easy 2-3x your money because once this crypto hysteria gets into full effect, LTC will be
the 'moonshot' for normies. Am I wrong?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:47:05 No.4871268 >>4871326 >>4871347

>>4870956
I remember getting really scared when i made my first 100k. Then i really started to get nervous when i hit
250k. I thought it will be something only possible next year or so. After that I dont feel anything. I will
probably start taking a fraction of it for buying property and into something more tangible. Passive income
on the stock exchange would be good. But i need more for that.

>>4871004
Stop buying tops. Stop chasing bull runs. Read the other posts about psychology. There is nothing i can do
about your debt. But for others. Dont trade what you cant afford to lose.

>>4871012
Stagnant until next year, I think the worse dumps are over. I dont think people on Coinbase will do insta
dumps. But you may see a flash crash that day. I think 2018 is going to be a great year for BCH. So IMO
BCH is a great coin to slowly start to invest.

>>4871029
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>>

>>

>>

>>

BCH, and ADA. Im not saying the others dont have potential but i just dont know enough about them. I like
Metronome as well, not out yet, but well be definitely watching it

>>4871056
LTC might keep going up. But its such a characterless coin that i dont trade it. I usually dont invest on things
i dont like. But if you do, then go ahead. If you are holding LTC for a while i think you are fine holding long
term

 Anonymous (ID: MFpb9QO2 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:48:57 No.4871302

What’s do you think about Metaverse ETP? It’s in the gutter right now but they have partnerships and about
30 or something companies launching ICO’s on their platform. I’m under the impression that it’s highly
undervalued but I don’t know much.

 Anonymous (ID: 7D0qTR3P ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:48:58 No.4871303 >>4871346 >>4871917 >>4874130

>>4871239
Agreed. OP is obviously a shill for ADA, I don't believe a word of this shit. 
If he was an informed trader he would know the value of the Chainlink tech. 
Clearly, just a faggot as usual.

 Anonymous (ID: 3x5xgJiT ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:49:13 No.4871312

>>4869453 (OP)

So OP, how do you think futures are really gonna affect BTC? Shortening imminent?

Also, what you think about all the pbc shilling in here? They ever do solid work?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:49:15 No.4871314 >>4871342 >>4875593

>>4871239
The only place i hear about it is on /biz/ and its usually just with people posting pink wojaks on it. Thats why
i dont like it.

 Anonymous (ID: ip4dhS8e ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:49:41 No.4871326 >>4871530

>>4871268
I'm more scared of bitcoins crash coming down and taking BCH with it

 Anonymous (ID: 7D0qTR3P ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:50:21 No.4871342 >>4871530

>>4871314
You just made yourself out to be a liar, earlier you said you didn't take any investment advice from /biz/ 

kys pajeet

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:50:32 No.4871346

>>4871303

If you want to invest on it at least wait until the memes are stale. I guarantee you it wont go anywhere until
people get it out of their radar.
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 Anonymous (ID: 8D8oPGsn ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:50:32 No.4871347 >>4871530

>>4871268
Why do you like ADA and metronome? Sorry but im a brainlet

 Anonymous (ID: K2/YnYta ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:50:59 No.4871363 >>4871526

>>4871239
Found the linkie dinkie retard baggie
Theres 400000 shitcoins with good background and ideas you stupid fuck, gl waiting 9 years for it to start
development then fizzle out. You literally invested in a speculation coin with no product how stupid can you
get

 Anonymous (ID: HZ+CGvks ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:51:27 No.4871377 >>4871632

>>4869453 (OP)
How cutthroat did you have to be? I mean did you join and P&D groups or anything like that? I can see the
advantage of it but I am not a ruthless businessman. I used to be a hardcore salesman and it made me
hate myself so I can't go back there again. Even I can see opportunities to influence via here and Reddit
and make some quick cash and that's alone without a group. Not to mention bots for trading and trying to
influence the market if you get a big enough stack of something. I am basically trying to play this one fair,
not going for the quick win but the slow and steady one. More the fool be me perhaps but I have time and
patience. Mostly I am swing trading over the space of a day I make maybe one buy and one sell if that. That
is only to increase my stack with the markets natural ebb and flow. Mostly I am focusing on good quality alts
with potential to increase my satoshis (god the last few days...) before I invest in stables like btc etc. I think
my major mistake apart from not having 60% of my portfolio in the main coins is that I didn't convert to btc
before it started this Bullrun, you could see it coming but oh well, I am sure in time things will recover and I
can increase my stacks of my alts which is the main thing providing they survive. thoughts?
I only started out 3 months ago trying to get money for a car for my new job (I only had half what I needed)
but kind of got sidetracked, ha. If I cashed out everything now I could get the car but have nothing left
(especially after today). Job starts in Feb.

 Anonymous (ID: hrQnEye7 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:52:11 No.4871399 >>4871418 >>4871811

what are good holds for 2018?
my portfolio is 30% ADA and 30% XMR.
I have them in cold storage and don't plan on looking at them until a year later. Is this viable plan?

 Anonymous (ID: 8D8oPGsn ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:52:52 No.4871418 >>4871794

>>4871399
why do you like ADA?

 Anonymous (ID: vGDv3Gqe ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:54:22 No.4871450 >>4871456 >>4871811

>>4869453 (OP)
Are you a Jew

 Anonymous (ID: 7D0qTR3P ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:54:39 No.4871456

>>4871450
/thread
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 Anonymous (ID: hXn8/X26 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:56:53 No.4871516 >>4871811
File: 43532452352348.jpg (59 KB, 674x584)

>>4869453 (OP)
What are your thoughts about NEO, is it a good time to accumulate or do you
think it'll fall even further.

Thanks my dude.

 Anonymous (ID: o4Rdh5P3 ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:57:23 No.4871526

>>4871363
>You literally invested in a speculation coin with no product how stupid can you get

You clearly don't know what you're talking about. LINK has been in development since '09. It allows for
companies to use smart contracts in a trustless manner. The main net will be going up within the year.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:57:33 No.4871530 >>4871592
File: Screen Shot 2017-12-07 at(...).png (181 KB, 1942x818)

>>4871326
Wait for a dip in BCH. and buy some from what you are planning to buy (if you decide
to invest). You dont have to go all in right now. But its usually on times like this when
they hit their lows

>>4871342
I dont take investment advice from /biz/ thats why i dont own Link. 
Looking at the Chart, Dollar wise a month ago was great for invest. It doesnt look too bad. My only concern
is that it only trades on shit exchanges. But if you believe on it, then go ahead an invest. I dont claim to
know everything. Im just here to present a strategy that works

>>4871347
The Devs are solid. The product is realistic. Cardano (ADA) has researchers, engineers, and funding. It has
a comprehensive plan. Metronome doesnt have a lot of information but Jeff Garzik, and Peter Vessenes are
SOLID devs. These are great things. Its not just a bunch of college kids with grandiose plans and a website.

 Anonymous (ID: QVc9xgTb ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:58:44 No.4871559 >>4871811

>>4869453 (OP)
well played. i cashed out some today, going to bank tomorrow. will they say something when i ask for 11k
cash?

 Anonymous (ID: VRgeIar/ ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:59:11 No.4871573
File: 1512349122984.jpg (230 KB, 557x410)

good thread for once

 Anonymous (ID: n1RVUL7a ) 12/07/17(Thu)21:59:55 No.4871588 >>4871811

>>4869786
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>Don't get any trading advice, from here, from reddit or from any social media. 
so where did you learn

 Anonymous (ID: 8D8oPGsn ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:00:08 No.4871592 >>4871811

>>4871530
But what is the product in ADA suppoused to be? another contract platafom?

 Anonymous (ID: 79Pznjj3 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:00:31 No.4871602 >>4871811

What wallet should I use?

Multiple currencies

 Anonymous (ID: X2CBwZch ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:01:29 No.4871619 >>4871811

>>4869453 (OP)
fuck, re-assume me some more on BCH

I've lost so much money :( I'm averaged in at 0.13. haven't sold at a loss but I'm like panicking this is going
to drop to .000001 or some shit

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:02:10 No.4871632 >>4871793

>>4871377
Thing long term mate. slowly buy and hold long term. Dont chase, dont panic. Stay on course. Thats really
just it. If the coin you invest is solid. It will pay off eventually. Hang in there

If you want to day or swing trade, just set aside some money. Send it to bitmex and use margin. Consider
that money there lost. Practice with it. But at least you are not jeopardizing your entire portfolio

 Anonymous (ID: l2UlaQNq ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:02:13 No.4871635 >>4871811

How many hours a day do you trade or study crypto? Your living the dream but some of us aren't organized
and have lost more BTC just losing SD cards then trading.

 Anonymous (ID: JSLm6nzO ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:04:26 No.4871671 >>4871944

>>4870123
Anon please, give me some tips. Maybe i shoud invest in bitcoin every month?

 Anonymous (ID: yWv0caH3 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:04:53 No.4871678 >>4871944

>>4869453 (OP)
Nocoiner here, what should I buy and when?

 Anonymous (ID: BSf8mBbt ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:04:57 No.4871681 >>4871944

OP if you can spare anything please send a tiny amount my way. I don't expect anything and I feel like shit
for begging, but I'm unemployed and trying to make it in the crypto market

1K9EsvzUGSNpUWfYqhLqrfaVRLA6n55yjH
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I know this is a piece of shit thing to do and I don't want to shit up your thread. I would just feel stupid for not
doing this on the off chance that it might work

barring giving me money, what should I do? I have .097 BTC and just put another $750 into it today. I really
want to get rich with an alt coin but it seems like they are all shit. At the same time I don't expect bitcoin to
increase 10x or 100x next year, and that's what I'm really hoping I can do with an alt

 Anonymous (ID: q0Re4lE8 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:06:46 No.4871717 >>4871944

My portfolio's fiat value is going up, hitting close to $30k now, but my BTC value is going down like crazy
and I can't make consistent satoshi gains. About 65% of my portfolio is BTC right now (I normally keep it at
50%). Am I going to make it? What do?

 Anonymous (ID: HZ+CGvks ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:09:59 No.4871793

>>4871632
Thanks, man.
That's what I thought yeah. It is what I have actually been doing. All my money is in alts but I set aside 25%
for trading and write that off and the other 75% I count as an investment. It makes trading much less
stressful knowing your real investments are safe and this is kind of 'play' money. 
OK, cheers again. Patience is key! I have a bike to get to work anyway once that starts lol. Sigh.

 Anonymous (ID: hrQnEye7 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:10:00 No.4871794 >>4871843 >>4872069

>>4871418
the team is very professional and have been developing this project for over 2 years now. they have a lot of
documentation on their site that is peer reviewed and have videos on their channel explaining what they're
mission is in a way that's easy to understand. Charles Hodgkinson, one of the co-founders or ETH is
heading the project and IOHK is working as the core team. It's aimed to be a 3rd gen crypto solving many of
the problems that current blockchain solutions have. BTC was first gen and introduced the blockchain, ETH
was 2nd gen and introduced smartcontracts and Cardano is third gen. Eth proved with crypto kitties that it
can't scale properly and build complex dAAPS on it and POW is very energy intensive which means it will
become less popular over time. The whole forking situation with BTC has also proven that a proper
governance system is needed in blockchain currently. Cardano solves all of that. It's POS so you gain
interest on your ADA, it has a proper governance system and has high assurance code making it less
vulnurable to hacks like the parity wallet issue with ETH and allows it to scale and be used to complex
DAPPS. It's large market cap and the fact that it was sold for $0.002 at the ICO made me skeptical but then
when I saw that the ICO investors didn't dump it as soon as it went to 13 cents it convinced me that they
actually believe in the project and it's not just another ICO scam or pump and dump. Just read the
whitepaper and you'll understand what I mean.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:10:49 No.4871811 >>4872069

>>4871399
Yeah its reasonable. Those two coins have a future, and Monero is already battle tested. 

>>4871450
No

>>4871516
I was interested on it before it went to the moon. But kinda forgot about it until it was too late. didnt chase. I
heard sketchy things about it. And i dont like that they have GAS as well around. Seems like a scam if you
scratch a bit. I will recommend you do more research on it. The good and the ba
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>>4871559
Depends on your look. 11k is not too much. Why not just leave it on the bank?

>>4871588
Read trading in the zone. I was in a trading group run by Chris Dunn. He has some interesting videos. The
guy now charges crazy amount of money, and i dont believe what they are doing now, specially with that
scammer CryptoHustle. But they do have a good resource about just crypto investment.

If you are a beginner the most important thing to do is to survive. Invest on proven stuff, buying low slowly. If
that pays off and gives you a 10-20x return now you have more capital to take more risks, and to manage
better. But as a newb just be patient.

>>4871592
Yeah, but its written in a much disciplined way. Solidity is a shit language, they are doing their own
language which is more robust and secure. Their POS algo is also pretty innovative.

>>4871602
I have multiple hardware wallets.

>>4871619
Dont go all in a single trade, slowly start getting in. So your cost average entry is nice. Dont chase

>>4871635
I research most of the time and watch most of the time. You shouldnt be trading more than 3 or 4 times a
week if at all

 Anonymous (ID: hrQnEye7 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:11:50 No.4871843

>>4871794
Also it's big in Asia, Japan specifically with ATMs coming out soon. As we all know the big money is in Asia.

 Anonymous (ID: 9mFN2pvW ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:12:06 No.4871849 >>4872010

>>4869453 (OP)
What are your thoughts on the waves platform, ive been holding for a few weeks with steady increase

 Anonymous (ID: fiVxQZDk ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:13:56 No.4871896 >>4872010
File: Screenshot_20171207-221315.jpg (666 KB, 1080x3164)

Any advice for my portfolio?
Should I have a higher % of btc?

 Anonny (ID: 6ViVq9qm ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:14:07 No.4871901

??? It supposed to hit 50k I thought

 Anonymous (ID: M5aG82yH ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:14:35 No.4871917

>>4871303
Holy shit I can smell the curry from here you stupid pajeet.
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>>
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>>

>>

 Anonny (ID: 6ViVq9qm ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:15:40 No.4871943

Fastcoin fst , is a good alt coin. Low market cap, good team, faster than Bitcoin

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:15:41 No.4871944 >>4872032

>>4871671
>>4871678
>>4871681

Read my other posts. Patience is key

>>4871717
Show me your portfolio. The important thing is that FIAT wise you are going up. At least you have a good im
shocked when i see people that have 0 BTC

 Anonymous (ID: mZo3vPO/ ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:15:51 No.4871950 >>4872092

>>4869453 (OP)
>DUDE, I STARTED WITH A 30K INVESTMENT IN BITCOIN AND SAT ON IT, LEMME TELL YOU ABOUT
DAY-TRADING, LMAO

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:18:13 No.4872010 >>4872051 >>4872163

>>4871849
I used to like them until i watched this interview. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XC1sPozgmpA [Embed]

Its just tokens, there is no innovation

>>4871896
You spread yourself too thin. Focus on just 3 or 4 alts at the most. Specially when you have so little capital

 Anonymous (ID: q0Re4lE8 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:18:50 No.4872032 >>4872334

>>4871944
BTC 65%
XMR 19.5%
LTC 14%
ETH 1.5%

Before the recent BTC moon I had around 50% in BTC and roughly equal percentages of the other three.

 Anonymous (ID: fiVxQZDk ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:19:15 No.4872051 >>4872177

>>4872010
Which ones should I cut and which ones should I add too?

 Anonymous (ID: 8D8oPGsn ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:19:41 No.4872069

>>4871811
>>4871794
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Many thanks for the info.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:20:15 No.4872092

>>4871950
I didnt sat on it. I did long term (months) investments. Day trading is for idiots. Statistically you are bound to
lose money. The ones that make money is because they are running a P&D or have insider info

 Anonymous (ID: 3x5xgJiT ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:21:20 No.4872137 >>4872334

Guess you missed my old post OP, how do you think futures are really gonna affect BTC? Shortening
imminent?

Also, what you think about all the pbc shilling in here? They ever do solid work?

 Anonymous (ID: pxPt/sxa ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:22:08 No.4872163 >>4872334

>>4872010
Do you think there's any future in Lumens or REQ? I've got 60% in BTC and 20% in both of those, but I'm
not too sure about them. They seem solid but maybe ADA or something would be better?

Although if I sold them now I'd be taking losses from the massive BTC gains reking my alts.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:22:37 No.4872177

>>4872051
You will have to do your research. If you have more cash sitting around i would recommend just to inject
more capital. Ask yourself which coin you see yourself holding long term. Which one you bought just
because someone told you. And which one you are properly informed and feel confident about it

 Anonymous (ID: YjIjeela ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:22:45 No.4872181

>>4870741
Just hold, its already starting to recover a bit, lumens is a good bet, although it might take a few months for
significant gains (like 3x +), it already went up so much

 Anonymous (ID: ZPDOza6m ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:23:46 No.4872210 >>4882653

>>4869453 (OP)
Anon it literally HAD to be this way. How the fuck do you think you made money? Someone had to lose
money for you to make money.

 Anonymous (ID: OcxKnkvz ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:24:34 No.4872231 >>4872378

>>4869453 (OP)
LARP

 Anonymous (ID: YjIjeela ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:25:32 No.4872262 >>4874333

If I want to make it rich, like $100k+, is my best bet to go all in on something like monero or link? I mean, do
I have to basically go all in at this point?
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>>

>>

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:27:51 No.4872334 >>4872412 >>4872483

>>4872032
That looks fine by me. Maybe ETH you could invest something more risky. Try getting more cash in if possible

>>4872137
Dont know what is PBC. What i think, im definitely weary. All i know is that it could go either way big time. Im
leaning towards a crash since thats usually what happens when an event like that happens, but i doubt it will
change the trend.

>>4872163
I dont see anything special about REQ. But i havent done thorough research. I see thats its ATH dollar wise,
which would make me wait if i wanted to get in.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:28:56 No.4872378 >>4872744

>>4872231
yeah i made up the amounts and the total. sure dude.

 Anonymous (ID: pxPt/sxa ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:29:52 No.4872412 >>4872454

>>4872334
More cash into BTC or into alts? 
I'm just now 18 so I'm starting to invest my savings, I'm a safefag so I did 6k in stocks and only 1500 into
bitcoins, although I still have 2k I can invest anywhere.

 Anonymous (ID: pxPt/sxa ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:30:55 No.4872454

>>4872412
disregard that, messed up reply. lel

 Anonymous (ID: 3x5xgJiT ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:31:48 No.4872483

>>4872334

By PBC, I meant Palm Beach Confidential aka Chicken Teeka Masala and his boomer society

Agreed about the trend. Just meant in the short term how bad the crash might be? How much far could it
drop?

 Anonymous (ID: 84A6vcg5 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:33:29 No.4872531 >>4873872
File: IMG_0745.png (190 KB, 750x1334)

I started with 6k and have grown this much so far.

I'm debating selling my BTC and going into something else until it hits 50% gains.

I don't see BTC going to 30k+ that I would need to get significant gains at this point.

Just thinking strictly in terms of percentage gains, I'm fortunate to have made what I have do
far, but it's going to be a slow hold from this point forward only holding BTC. Plus most alts are

on sale right now and a nearly guaranteed 10-20% return.

 Anonymous (ID: m+Z1oPLf ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:33:44 No.4872540 >>4872667
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>4870542
>Dont know, but the sooner the safer it will be. I would aim to 8k-10k.

Thank god others are thinking it.

 Anonymous (ID: hrQnEye7 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:37:42 No.4872667

>>4872540
senpai the whole btc price explosion has me worried that when btc corrects, and it will correct HARD, that it
will just tank the entire crypto market with it. Legitimate projects will fail for no fault of their own.

 Matt Damon (ID: YqHb2VFK ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:40:01 No.4872744 >>4873542

>>4872378
>uwiAXZbI

Don't worry about the haters. Question - if you're in the states, did you pay short term capital gains on what
you have? There's no way you held for a year+ without doing some trades? 

Also, what's the best guide for someone with ADD but good visuospatial abiilty on technical shit. I kinda
have an intuition of how the graph works, but not sure how/when to use things like the fibonaccis you
mentioned, or moving averages, candlesticks, etc. etc. 

Also, what websites do you use for crypto & are there any you recommend?

If BTC is the only way to make money at this point, do you think it's too late to make good gains like you
did? I mean it sounds like you made most of your gains going from $500 to $20,000, so I don't think bitcoin
is going to go lower than $10k now. 

Thanks in advance!

 Anonymous (ID: m+ZkuO5K ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:44:01 No.4872882 >>4873542
File: 13 - yP0r017.jpg (89 KB, 680x418)

how do you know when the price is at near bottom? Use RSI, chart or ?

Lets say from the bottom the price is already up 20% would you still buy in? basically I
am asking for your checklist before you buying the coin senpai.

Do you fuck with coin outside top 25?

 Anonymous (ID: zZ8Svzs1 ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:48:34 No.4873033 >>4873542 >>4873549

OP can you give some thoughts about ADA price in 2018? Is it possible for ADA to hit 1$?

 Anonymous (ID: UtqsdSEY ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:51:51 No.4873130 >>4873542

is BTC worth going in on right now? Can someone help a boy out? I mean its either going to rise like crazy
and crash again or rise like crazy not crash for a while or rise slowly and not crash, idk what other
alternatives there are but I figure it wouldn't hurt to throw $300 at it.

 Anonymous (ID: FvcoeF6y ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:54:21 No.4873211 >>4873542
File: portfolio.jpg (151 KB, 719x1246)
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>>

>>

>>

>>4869453 (OP)
Started at with 250 USD in June. Bought ETH during the ATH (dumb I know), then sold for a
small in order to buy LTC. Parked there for 3 months without doing anything else. Then I
started swing trading. Now I am trading 1-3 times per week depending on the circumstance.
How does my port portfolio look to you?

I believe XLM is a safe haven from all this drama, due to it being partnered with IBM.

 Anonymous (ID: vsbGGJ1v ) 12/07/17(Thu)22:59:42 No.4873386 >>4873623

this is crap , those who brought in 2016, or early 2017, even two yr old baby can build that much portfolio
with few grands. OP dont think that u r smarter than biz u retard

 Anonymous (ID: R4NiEysP ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:02:18 No.4873476 >>4873623

What do you think about decred?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:04:05 No.4873542 >>4873620 >>4874058 >>4874219
File: Screen Shot 2017-12-07 at(...).png (187 KB, 1992x730)

>>4872744
I use coinigy and bitcoinwisdom. And i have accounts on all major exchanges

>>4872744
I think a lot of good alts still have lots of upside potential. Sure BTC is having all the attention right now. But
it wont be forever. There are coins that have lots of potential next year. From my portfolio you can see BCH,
ADA, BAT, and CFI are my picks. Metronome will have an ICO but i wont invest on that until its out.

>>4872882
Instinct, usually buying at previous AT low helps. also when a floor that last days or weeks forms is a good
indicator. The latter is usually a very strong indicator. I put a pic showing an example (BCH). I do buy some
shitcoins that I see are interesting, but dont go too deep; For example I have some CFI.

>>4873033
Who knows, but i believe it has much more upside than downside potential. This is long term investment
(aka holding for half a year or more)

>>4873130
No, wait for a dip at least. 

>>4873211
Do your research, COSS is a meme coin so better watch out. Nav is an old coin. Vertcoin has meme
upgrades like segwit. Get more cash in if you can. Again I choose BCH and ADA. If that works for you thats
great!

 Anonymous (ID: DnzyEMuA ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:04:12 No.4873549

>>4873033

Also interested. It's current market cap at 3 billion kindof worries me but then you look at ether MC

 Anonymous (ID: DnzyEMuA ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:06:03 No.4873620 >>4873993

>>4873542
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>>

>>

>>

>>

Looking at your recommendations for alts, CFI has by far the lowest market cap.

Any reason you believe in CFI?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:06:07 No.4873623 >>4873866

>>4873386
ask around. most people in here have lost money this year or barely made anything

>>4873476
dont know details, but heard good things about their devs. would invest if have good low entry

 Anonymous (ID: vsbGGJ1v ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:13:28 No.4873866 >>4873993 >>4876465

>>4873623
no, may be ppl who started with less than 1000 or small cap might have loose, with 30k like you, if some
one start before feb, 99% would have made money by throwing random shitcoins or sit with btc.

 Anonymous (ID: Lak7Y8jW ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:13:36 No.4873872 >>4874000

>>4872531
I too had 1 btc until I decided $6000 was too high and sold only to buy back in at $7000. Then I thought
$13000 was too high so I sold, only to come back in at $16000. By 1 btc is only 0.75 btc now...

 Anonymous (ID: aej/7rh/ ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:14:25 No.4873891 >>4874124

>>4869453 (OP)
Is BCH worth buying right now?

 Anonymous (ID: aej/7rh/ ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:17:18 No.4873974 >>4874124

>>4869453 (OP)
Any thoughts on dealing with the tax man? What is your strategy there?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:17:52 No.4873993

>>4873620
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitfinex-offshoot-exchange-will-host-cofoundit-tokens-to-boost-liquidity

>>4873866
Believe it or not people fuck up. If you bought and hold on February this year you made 1600%. So its not
as easy as it seems. But its obvious that very few people did that. I know people that started trading back
then, and end up with marginal gains just for overtrading, fomoing, getting margin called, putting btc on pool
mining scams, and so on. hindsight is 20/20

 Anonymous (ID: 6HE3cH8Y ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:18:08 No.4874000

>>4873872
you belong here retard

 Anonymous (ID: FvcoeF6y ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:20:16 No.4874058 >>4874116
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>>
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>>

>>

>>4873542
Why do you think BCH will keep its value? Technically speaking, increasing the block size is just kicking the
can down the road. Even if it surpasses BTC, it will be plagued by the same issues.

I am using coss as a placeholder. Have been trying to find a good decentralized exchange alt, but most
don't qualify. In my opinion, the dx market will boom at some point, as governments regulate crypto more
and more by the day. Do you have any suggestion I should look into?

Sadly I can't get more cash in, at least not meaningful amount. I live in a shit tier country and 250 is a
monthly wage here. I also have to repay some of my parents loans. Things will get better, but not in the
foreseeable future.

 Anonymous (ID: pV5nOmZE ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:22:12 No.4874114 >>4874193
File: witnessed.png (34 KB, 239x242)

>>4869453 (OP)
1 post by this user

 Anonymous (ID: 9gP/AB0h ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:22:16 No.4874116

>>4874058
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4_TOFRkTqQ [Embed]

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:22:47 No.4874124
File: Screen Shot 2017-12-07 at(...).png (275 KB, 1562x798)

>>4873974
Holding as long as possible. pay when i have to. Govt agencies are like hawks right
now on this shit. So better be as low profile as possible

>>4873891
Accumulate around this lines IMO.

 Anonymous (ID: 63U0DF7h ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:22:59 No.4874130 >>4874250
File: B4786E45-232E-4808-B0B1-1(...).png (447 KB, 1252x1500)

>>4871303

 Anonymous (ID: kixG6Epx ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:23:29 No.4874150

is there any realistic way to make something out of $300 at this point or did that window close a long time
ago? I feel like I need to get an in on pump and dumps for a week straight or just keep playing games with
charts.
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 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:25:10 No.4874193

>>4874114
theres 26 posts. any questions. Im about to go

 Anonymous (ID: m+ZkuO5K ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:25:47 No.4874219 >>4874344
File: 2017-12-08 12_24_46-Dogec(...).jpg (87 KB, 1096x410)

>>4873542
i found dogecoin fit the 2 description

what do you think?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:26:47 No.4874250 >>4874314

>>4874130
that bingo is hilarious. I love /biz/ memes

 Anonymous (ID: DnzyEMuA ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:28:58 No.4874314 >>4875066

>>4874250

Looking to put 5k into ADA and CFI combined.

Any advice on how to split it?

 Anonymous (ID: BV+nEAb7 ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:28:59 No.4874316 >>4874662

Released from prison two years ago and now I manage a car wash and have turned my life around. Raising
a 3 year old little girl as her mother is a deadbeat. Already have some money in BTC and equities; I'm going
to make something of myself. Invested in SYF, Brk.b, SIRI, and SWPPX. Great return so far this year but
looking to push it higher.
1PjXVLHeoGXL8kVhHYMWXLnzuUmm7naSmx

 Anonymous (ID: 63U0DF7h ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:29:33 No.4874333

>>4872262
Monero can get you rich af IMHO.

My portfolio is mostly 60 Monero and 1 BTC.

Monero could easily be $2-3k in a year

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:30:01 No.4874344

>>4874219
Dogecoin has no dev team no future. not all coins with that form mean that you will get returns. But even a
shit coin like doge coin has its pumps

 Anonymous (ID: AzIa+LRh ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:30:21 No.4874352 >>4874425 >>4874529

>>4871187
typically anyone who sells bitcoin regrets it, doesnt mean you can sell high and buy low with a portion of
your holdings.
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im holding a cash reserve for the next big crash

 Anonymous (ID: AzIa+LRh ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:33:17 No.4874425

>>4874352
can't*** sell high and buy low with a portion

 Anonymous (ID: pKDdgvE3 ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:34:02 No.4874449

>>4869453 (OP)
What do you think about Chainlink?

 Anonymous (ID: QAhzMYzN ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:37:46 No.4874529 >>4875319

>>4874352
i've been thinking about it for the last few hours.. not gonna sell any btc anymore, but now I've made some
cash ready like you. Looking at xmr and bcash too possibly

 Anonymous (ID: ez/QVokz ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:38:53 No.4874571

>>4871241
Totally agree looking to snipe if it drops to $50-60.

Literally was just browsing a boomer populated forum and there was a thread titled (direct quote) "is
lightcoin a better option?"

 Anonymous (ID: iDuS04Fv ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:41:21 No.4874644 >>4875066
File: Kamchatka Russia For 2018maybe.jpg (240 KB, 1024x683)

>>4869453 (OP)
>>4869453 (OP)
Honestly, what is your opinion of IOTA and the tangle?
I read the whitepaper and think it is a great idea in theory, but I'm unsure if they can
pull it off.
I got 5k at 70 cents and am holding long term regardless of any fud or fomo, just

interested in your analysis since you are clearly successful.

 Anonymous (ID: pxPt/sxa ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:41:49 No.4874662

>>4874316
Good on you mate, idk how this cryptp business will end, but you have my respect. Raising a little girl isn't
easy

 Anonymous (ID: FlBBexyC ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:48:02 No.4874833 >>4875391

What do you guys think about Universa Coins ?

 Anonymous (ID: H9iso18a ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:51:13 No.4874952

>>4870138
dont try to trade
you will lose out
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

 Anonymous (ID: /WdLn5zt ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:53:43 No.4875017

>>4869453 (OP)
thoughts on IOTA tech and SALT? IOTA made me a lot of money this past week. Believe it has a lot of
potential this year if the team rolls out everything in a working fashion.

 Anonymous (ID: ez/QVokz ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:53:48 No.4875020 >>4875196

Are alts coming back? Any picks? I'm thinking ltc.Will we see a month like May again? Thank you kind one
I've been screen capping for my own limited knowledge.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/07/17(Thu)23:55:38 No.4875066 >>4875196 >>4875241 >>4875292

>>4874314
Ill focus more on ADA, CFI is much high risk

>>4874644
Its trash, its definitely overpriced

 Anonymous (ID: pxPt/sxa ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:00:40 No.4875196 >>4875480

>>4875066
>>4875020
If you had to pick between XLM and REQ, which one would you choose?

 Anonymous (ID: hrQnEye7 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:01:41 No.4875226

OP do you think that alts will bounce back to their pre december value relative to btc again? or are they just
cucked by btc now that the normies are coming en mass.

 Anonymous (ID: pKDdgvE3 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:02:13 No.4875241 >>4875305 >>4875480

>>4875066
Chainlink? Your thoughts?

 Anonymous (ID: dCYwSBE4 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:03:03 No.4875265

>>4869636
Roll

 Anonymous (ID: 1pEGycYz ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:03:09 No.4875270

I'm a barely 20 young broke Uni student. I started in crypto over the summer and have made ~400% profit
(thank you ARK and sold IOTA at 41K sat). I have 361 ARK, 1000 ODN, 3087 REQ, 3005 ADA. 

Will I make it?

 Anonymous (ID: v0nGPRCI ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:03:15 No.4875273

What do you think about EOS bro?
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

 Anonymous (ID: O5+0U6CP ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:03:56 No.4875292 >>4875480
File: doge.jpg (98 KB, 736x736)

>>4875066
Thank you for this thread, OP. It's refreshing to see some actually good content on here
for once.

I have one simple question. I am a complete noob no-coiner looking to start investing in
alt-coins. Do you think it would be advantageous to hold off until after bitcoin crashes? I
assume the btc crash will take the alts down with it to decent extent, giving me a much
better entry point. Thoughts?

 Anonymous (ID: V9ZcLfi9 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:04:22 No.4875302

I have 120 litecoin, i got my mother into gdax last week and she has 3k in eth and 3k in ltc.

Wat do for the short?

 Anonymous (ID: hrQnEye7 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:04:31 No.4875305

>>4875241
personally I hold a little bit of chainlink as it's very risky. It all depends on them being adopted by the
industry. If they are it will moon big time, if not then it will go down to 0. The idea is great and I hope that
they manage to pull it off. Not OP but my 2 cents.

 Anonymous (ID: AzIa+LRh ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:05:01 No.4875319

>>4874529
no bcash, xmr is interesting as well
i only buy crypto i can keep in cold storage though, nothing else counts for me

 Anonymous (ID: GVrCnMlp ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:05:57 No.4875339

>>4870000
what a waste.

 Anonymous (ID: WVAPR2SS ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:08:09 No.4875391

>>4874833
Bought into the ICO, only grabbed 10k. McCaffee shilled it so i'm in.

 Anonymous (ID: ZHu9RLzz ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:09:16 No.4875422

when is BTC going to dip ? and i mean like a hard deep in the 11k /12k

 Anonymous (ID: nD5gX614 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:10:22 No.4875448 >>4875685

>>4869453 (OP)

I have less than $100
What is the best investment I can make with this amount of money right now?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:11:58 No.4875480 >>4875627 >>4875876 >>4876154 >>4877001
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>4875196
both are trash. but if you really want to , dont make them more than just 5% of your portfolio

>>4875241
meme coin, dont too risky. put at most 10% of your portfolio

>>4875292
I would say start investing on other coins like BCH or ADA. You can buy BTC until after a crash. But if you
have cash you can definitely start investing

 Anonymous (ID: aej/7rh/ ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:13:07 No.4875513

>>4869453 (OP)
What are your thoughts on BAT in general?

I bought some a while back because it seemed like an interesting project.

 Anonymous (ID: M4Pyio0Y ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:16:14 No.4875593

>>4871314
i feel you, these /biz/ tards need to realize that they are doing more harm then good when they post all that
shit

 Anonymous (ID: ZHu9RLzz ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:17:16 No.4875627

>>4875480
is BTC crash even coming with all these normies pumping in ? i mean we had these 2 small corrections
today , you think it will hit lower than 14k ?

 Anonymous (ID: Y+/Ec2Gd ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:19:19 No.4875685

>>4875448
Cheese futures.

 Anonymous (ID: JAu+bvl0 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:23:25 No.4875793
File: geo_metro_vert.jpg (147 KB, 1024x766)

>>4869453 (OP)
nice to see a good thread in this clusterfuck thanx OP

I'm a broke college student but just sold one of my cars and have 6k, a couple of LTC

crashed the other car, so now I need another to get to work, etc

Is it completely retarded to put most of it into BTC during this or upcoming dips? Think I'll lose my ass if I
intend to hodl for a while?

 Matt Damon (ID: YqHb2VFK ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:26:07 No.4875876 >>4875942

>>4875480

Where should I learn technical analysis, and what tyeps of charts, and "studies" do i need to know? What
did you do to get into technicalanalysis?
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Where do you get most of your info on coins and market trends? Discord chats, reddit, 4chan?

 Anonymous (ID: /WdLn5zt ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:28:17 No.4875942

>>4875876
see >>4869786 and see >>4870027

 Anonymous (ID: Ebno66y5 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:31:41 No.4876040 >>4877268

Best ADA shill thread ever 10/10.

 Anonymous (ID: Yya9wb2m ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:32:50 No.4876080

>>4869453 (OP)
Hey man congrats. Started with $5k back in June and 5 months later I only made $6k. Stupid suggestions
from biz/twitter/reddit. With this small amount what is best to do? Find 2-3 altcoins and go all in or keep
bitcoin ethereum and 1 altcoin? Thanks

 Anonymous (ID: pxPt/sxa ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:35:07 No.4876154 >>4876459

>>4875480
Rip, 40% is in them. Hold, or sell and get back the bitcoin at a loss?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:39:22 No.4876295

Hope you guys are buying the dip. Dont hold for too long tho

 Anonymous (ID: HiYU7Kc0 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:43:37 No.4876409 >>4876564

>>4871239
>But if you actually read the LINK white papers...

The whole point is he just finds a few coins that he understands completely that he thinks will do well and
goes with them. He doesn't need to find out about link, because its not discussed, unproven and not worth
the risk compared to what he has

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:44:56 No.4876459

>>4876154
I would try to get out on small pump. And then not put most of my capital on shitcoins. you are not going to
be rich on REQ

 Anonymous (ID: M4Pyio0Y ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:45:03 No.4876465 >>4876950
File: cryptoconspiracylul1.jpg (284 KB, 627x869)

>>4873866
you are just bitter cause you are a poor fag, I made over 100k this year starting with
1000. so L2Trade
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:49:05 No.4876564 >>4876701

>>4876409
This is correct. You need to be very picky about your choices, and stick to them. Now if you find something
really shady about the coin you were investing on, or if things changed fundamentally, then thats a good
reason to leave. But if everything is still rock solid, then stay put. Leaving because it hasnt mooned yet, or
because is droping on price is not the right reason. If any you should see it as an opportunity to buy more

 Anonymous (ID: 3Tr1ceqg ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:54:33 No.4876680

>>4869453 (OP)
Is monero a solid investment?

 Anonymoose (ID: YqHb2VFK ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:55:13 No.4876701 >>4877113

>>4876564

How did you learn technical analysis, and what tyeps of charts, and "studies" do i need to know? What did
you do to get into technicalanalysis, and get comfortable with it? 

Where do you get most of your info on coins and market trends? Discord chats, reddit, 4chan?

 Anonymous (ID: zZ8Svzs1 ) 12/08/17(Fri)00:55:41 No.4876712 >>4877113

Anon, what do you think about Ella
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/ellaism/

I heard from some people that this shit can up to x20 in 2018

 Anonymous (ID: YwTcjR7f ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:06:10 No.4876950 >>4876970

>>4876465
Bullshit. I'd like to see your gains

 Anonymous (ID: M4Pyio0Y ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:07:13 No.4876970 >>4879744

>>4876950
how would i prove it to you? post my blockfolio? get real dude. I do not give a fuck if you don't believe me.
Like i said you are bitter cause you are a shit trader.

 Anonymous (ID: ME6Nc9f3 ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:07:30 No.4876977
File: Musictrump.jpg (79 KB, 700x700)

>>4869453 (OP)
Why don't you go allin in
MUSICOIN?

 Anonymous (ID: pxPt/sxa ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:08:51 No.4877001
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>4875480
hmm, guess I'll try to sell them at a pump and get ADA or BCH at 20% of my portfolio or something

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:13:53 No.4877113 >>4877326 >>4877386 >>4877394 >>4877557

>>4876701

Just google, trend lines, fib retracements, fib extensions. Thats literally all you need. Watch videos of
people doing TA with these tools, I personally like Chris Dunn. Complicated indicators dont quite work on
BTC since those indicators were not designed for crypto . They tend to cloud your judgement. You want to
do the easiest trades possibles. Those are semi long term investments. 
1) Research a coin you like
2) Decide how much you are going to invest
3) Separate it into trades buy into dips, or wait a floor to form
4) Hold unless something goes wrong fundamentally
5) Profit

Thanks it. As you can tell by my holdings my investments right now im almost fully invested in BCH, im
scaling into ADA, and im holding BAT and CFI. I also holding ETC, but for some reason the portfolio
software im using fails to show it

>>4876712
Dont really waste my time with shitcoins. so i know nothing about it.

 Anonymous (ID: Z+JJt5/x ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:21:21 No.4877268 >>4877327

>>4876040
every time some guy with fake gains comes here they always subtly shill 1 coin that gets btfo within a week.

 Anonymous (ID: cKjyIODK ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:23:20 No.4877310

>>4869453 (OP)
Do you have any thoughts on COSS?

 Anonymous (ID: PDlT8nzB ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:23:58 No.4877326 >>4877375

>>4877113
just wanted to say thanks, man, this has been some helpful info and that's coming from someone with a
portfolio of $60AUD.. hoping to invest $50-$100 a week or just save it and invest more at once when the
time is right, thanks for the help!

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:24:01 No.4877327 >>4877462

>>4877268
Just telling the truth man. Dont believe, thats ok. Keep holding LINK or whatever other shit coin of the week
you are bag holding

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:26:25 No.4877375 >>4877833

>>4877326
NP mate, keep it up. Just be patient.

 Anonymous (ID: FMK77BsE ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:26:50 No.4877386
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>4877113
Thanks for all of the info, OP. Gonna read all of this tomorrow morning. If this hasn't been asked already I'd
like to know how you go about securing your wealth. Do you keep btc & other shitcoins on exchanges or do
you put certain amounts of btc in cold storage? How far do you go into making sure you don't accidentally
lose your hard earned gains or have them stolen?

 Anonymous (ID: aej/7rh/ ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:27:06 No.4877394 >>4877640

>>4877113
Just curious why BCH, is it just a good hedge if BTC dies?

 Anonymous (ID: B83kgps5 ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:28:02 No.4877409 >>4877640

>>4869453 (OP)
>its a market actor with secret knowledge
>he’s gonna help YOU make money bro
good stuff

 Anonymous (ID: Z+JJt5/x ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:30:53 No.4877462

>>4877327
This happens a lot and there's always that one coin. Always appreciate the threads and time you put in,
though. Listening to mark Douglas now and plan on getting that book.

 Anonymous (ID: NEsy2ztD ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:31:20 No.4877468

>>4869453 (OP)
Thanks for the great advice, constructive threads are getting rare here

 Anonymous (ID: WllvhRCO ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:35:23 No.4877557 >>4878161
File: Screenshot_20171207-222940.png (131 KB, 720x1280)

>>4877113
I have most of my portfolio invested into OMG, I recently just sold what little I have of BTC. I
think the project has great fundamentals and have been buying on dips. They are one of the
most successful ICOS of 2017, they are backed by a major company, major updates are
coming Q1 and Q2 next year, and they are based in Asia where crypto currency is being
adopted the most (specifically Japan, also japs will adopt a coin just because it is japanese) My
question is, do I keep dollar cost averaging into these coins I believe will do well? Is this going
to be a working strategy? My goal was just to get to 50,000 (just a set number).

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:39:20 No.4877640 >>4877768

>>4877394
No, bitcoin high fee problem is real and LN is still too far away. A lot of companies don't like LN, and prefer
on chain solutions since they already have the software to support it. You'll see next year big adoption of
BCH. Does that mean BTC is going away? doubt it, but the upside for BCH is real. BTC is trading for 1200-
1300, If BTC goes up to 20k. Do you think is unreasonable for BCH not to go to 5k or so? I personally think
it will go even higher, I believe is undervalued.

>>4877409
no secret knowledge. just what helped me. im not charging or anything for it. Im just sick of people here
losing a lot of money for chasing meme coins
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>>
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>>
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>>

>>

>>

>>

 Anonymous (ID: YGMUw4K9 ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:45:35 No.4877768

>>4877640
I really appreciate the advice just started this week and now I'm off the listen to trading in the zone

 Anonymous (ID: iO4eLuLu ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:47:00 No.4877801

>>4869453 (OP)
BTC and XBT 

wait i thought XBT was bitcoin

 Anonymous (ID: PDlT8nzB ) 12/08/17(Fri)01:48:35 No.4877833

>>4877375
patience is something I'll be forced to learn which I don't mind
also, what's the best way to convert AUD to BTC or ETH or whatever in order to trade? I used coinbase but
trade on poloniex and spend a fucking fortune on fees.. I think from $65 worth of BTC I bought I ended up
with $50 after fees.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:06:16 No.4878161

>>4877557
Alts are very very risky investment. Its always wise to have the most of your investment in BTC. if you have
such a small portfolio, its better to just focus on 2 or 3 alts

 Anonymous (ID: gOgAm6k+ ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:12:29 No.4878239

>>4870300
nice lol

 Anonymous (ID: mGrD1RHC ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:24:29 No.4878488 >>4878624 >>4878943

Need a more direct answer on the whole tax question. Do you actually pay taxes on your trades? Do you
pay only when you cash out to USD, or do you worry about all your alt coin trades too? Do you do your own
taxes or hire someone? How would I know what to do? I'm noob at taxes in general so have no fucking clue
what I'm supposed to be doing and can't get a straight answer from anywhere.

 Anonymous (ID: DU2DnaUS ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:27:26 No.4878531

>>4869453 (OP)
I just bought $50 of BTC. Was this a smart investment? If not, what is a better plan of action to get started
with day trading?

 Anonymous (ID: 4Vv+c3Mb ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:30:19 No.4878578

>>4869999
>>4870000
Checked

 Anonymous (ID: EYJErfRa ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:33:19 No.4878624

>>4878488
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>Need a more direct answer on the whole tax question. Do you actually pay taxes on your trades? Do you
pay only when you cash out to USD, or do you worry about all your alt coin trades too? Do you do your own
taxes or hire someone? How would I know what to do? I'm noob at taxes in general so have no fucking clue
what I'm supposed to be doing and can't get a straight answer from anywhere.

yes.

 Anonymous (ID: YrFIC/R+ ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:51:20 No.4878934 >>4879809

>>4869453 (OP)
>40 posts by this larp

shit guys how can you fall for this?

 Anonymous (ID: mGrD1RHC ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:51:40 No.4878943

>>4878488
bump

 Anonymous (ID: ovopZcqQ ) 12/08/17(Fri)02:53:07 No.4878968

nice ada shillier and larper.

 Anonymous (ID: COAekPp5 ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:12:32 No.4879296

You're doing us all a really big favor man, appreciate the insights. 
I know this question was asked earlier but it looks like you missed it - what are your thoughts on those crazy
expensive newsletter subscriptions like the Palm Beach Confidential (Teeka Tiwari)? A lot of people seem to
think they are pump and dump groups, but there are others who claim to have made a lot of money from
them. Is it worth subscribing to one of these?

 Anonymous (ID: YrFIC/R+ ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:39:53 No.4879744 >>4879809

>>4876970
that larp

this entire thread is just larp. its embarrassing

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:44:11 No.4879809 >>4879916 >>4880013
File: Screen Shot 2017-12-08 at(...).png (764 KB, 902x748)

>>4879744
>>4878934

this is another pic updated with the drop. Do you think ill photoshop
these two just for larping?

 Anonymous (ID: 6VCC0Dqt ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:45:56 No.4879841 >>4879936 >>4880028

Aside from the book you recommended. Any suggestions for a beginner ? 

I have a good salary, no family, few loans and all expenses covered. I cOuld afford to spend 500$-1000$
monthly for game and some in safe investment.
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>>
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>>

>>

>>

>>

 Anonymous (ID: mu9IL0Xd ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:46:00 No.4879843

1JfkmQEiQH8wVnAebzgp4DXPK8w8EGpiJa help a slave out. Currently have 0.004 of a bitcoin

 Anonymous (ID: DoZ1RRyb ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:46:16 No.4879849

What do you think of OMG & LTC op?

 Anonymous (ID: jqKrhJIc ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:46:38 No.4879856

>>4869453 (OP)
Hey dude, appreciate it this.
What do you think of RDN?

 Anonymous (ID: YrFIC/R+ ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:50:21 No.4879916

>>4879809
yes i do now kys

 Anonymous (ID: do1Y2vsd ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:51:43 No.4879936

>>4879841
yeah: be lucky

 Anonymous (ID: lxpR0jH9 ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:56:34 No.4880013 >>4880231

>>4879809
I've heard people talk about investing $200 every month into different altcoins just to potentially make
money off a moon.
Is that a viable tactic or do you think the overall growth of the whole ecosystem is over, and the best you
could do is make your money back?
Should I just do 200 into XMR/ADA/Link and whatever else in the future into BTC and just sit on it for
years?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)03:57:24 No.4880028

>>4879841
The Mental Game of Poker

 Anonymous (ID: 3oRljRW6 ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:08:02 No.4880176

>>4869453 (OP)
Holy shit man. I can't even dream of the 30k you started with. If you wanna help give a brother something to
come up with?
1598wxPQ2ko5ejgArBbb8ihEMpQg8ezHQx

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:11:57 No.4880231 >>4880333 >>4880420 >>4880644

>>4880013

Yea man, i think if you dont have a lot of money is better to save a bit and put it on XMR/BCH/ADA
something else besides BTC. And then just focus on the future
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 Anonymous (ID: Di5IpKcl ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:19:06 No.4880333 >>4880876

>>4880231
I started with about 4k in February now I'm at around 60k. All of my money right now is literally just in ether.
I want to branch out but I'm afraid to invest in other things. Mostly because I'm so close to long-term capital
gains brackets. Any advice?

 Anonymous (ID: gSxtoCZW ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:26:49 No.4880420

>>4880231
>>4880231
OP, have you heard of QTUM,

also should I hold on to ETH or get something that could get more of a long term profit?

I bought ETH at $360 during the summer, it tanked, I held, and now it's up. QTUM hasn't done as much, but
I genuinely believe that the technology behind the coin is powerful. what do?

 Anonymous (ID: ogz0fv5f ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:34:13 No.4880520

hey OP, ive had about $700 in NEO for 5 months, and today i took it all out and jumped into BTC for FOMO.
I haven't lost anything yet, but BTC growth is slowing down, so I think its time to go to something else. What
should I go into? thanks

 Anonymous (ID: FcPoeenj ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:38:34 No.4880583

Have you done your research on STRAT? Opinions?

 Anonymous (ID: hdcTdo3d ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:42:04 No.4880644 >>4881778

>>4880231
What is your opinion on XRP? It's one of the top coin and predicted to go 0.5 usd since the beginning of
time. Will it really reach that level or will XLM overtake it?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:54:30 No.4880876

>>4880333
dont take as official, but that only matters the moment you cash out

 Anonymous (ID: TzafNekT ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:56:14 No.4880908

Did I wait too long to hop on the meme? If I bought now, would you legitimately expect a crash?

 Anonymous (ID: B0sMCjpx ) 12/08/17(Fri)04:56:52 No.4880925 >>4881778

Jesus fucking Christ it's just obvious why you are shilling ADA so much.

 Anonymous (ID: 8Zjx6yNd ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:00:42 No.4880995 >>4881127

>>4869453 (OP)
Can you help me move so I can start my job? Ex made me lose everything. Trying to get my life back
together.
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13wcaphr5364ae5 tv1FfYnLA5LA2bidxBL

 Anonymous (ID: dgbLvQli ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:03:05 No.4881028 >>4881778

>>4869453 (OP)
The fact that you made it while hodling BAT is astounding OP. Other people are asking my questions so I’ll
just read those answers.

 Anonymous (ID: dgbLvQli ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:04:13 No.4881043

>>4869551
Sam boat. I’ve doubled my money easily in around 5 to 6 months. But If I had just left it all in BTC I’d have a
lot more.

 Anonymous (ID: dgbLvQli ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:05:43 No.4881063 >>4881778

>>4869853
Is LINK one of those exceptions?

 Anonymous (ID: dgbLvQli ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:07:32 No.4881094

>>4869960
Student debt isn’t that pressing. If your income is low you barely have to pay anything. Also they don’t really
come after you like other creditors. Stay in the game anon. You’ve got a good portfolio. Even if you never
make another trade and just hodl all of that, it’s gonna be worth a lot more in a year to three.

 Anonymous (ID: EJQygtBj ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:08:20 No.4881108

I have a question. I have some coins from before the BCH fork, does that mean I can effectively sell them
twice? Like any coins sent using the core client won't be picked up by the BCH nodes and vice versa?

 Anonymous (ID: jElCYLSm ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:08:58 No.4881114

I had 27 BTC two weeks ago. Sold at 7-9k. Now I got JUSTED by longing BCH and shorting BTC. I have
80k$ now.

 Anonymous (ID: 8Zjx6yNd ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:10:01 No.4881127

>>4880995
sob story if anyone wants to laugh. She left me for an asian....
>had good job
>putting gf through college
>she gets great offer in different city right before she graduates
>awesome. quit my job about a month before we are supposed to move. have plenty saved and shes
getting a bonus
>cunt ends relationship saying im not emotionally there enough
>starts dating her "friend" a week later
>have to move back with parents
>savings gone
>ex wont give money she kinda owes me says she cant afford it
>get offer for great job making good money after a few years
>3 hours away in another city
>i have maybe 50 bucks left to me and need to rent an apartment and move to start work
Anything people want to give will be appreciated. Already trying to sell my belongings to make as much as I
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can but the town I live in is shit.
13wcaphr5364ae 5tv1FfYnLA5LA2bidxBL

 Anonymous (ID: duTD5pqR ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:10:10 No.4881130

keep holding
in 1 year you would be a billionaise

 Anonymous (ID: BzWXvGc8 ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:12:56 No.4881169 >>4881778

>>4869453 (OP)
What do you think of this short term rise of BCH op.

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:36:35 No.4881778 >>4881796 >>4882053 >>4882904

>>4880925
you are free to trade whatever you want. this is just what im trading. same goes with BCH.

>>4880644
I mentioned ripple before, and i dont like it. same goes with Lumens. I dont trade things i dont believe in.

>>4881028
BAT is not doing too bad dollar wise. I like their product, and they are actually delivering on something. Im
already fully invested, so im not buying more

>>4881063
Maybe, but i wouldnt go all in in exceptions

>>4881169
you mean rise as in today? or rise from 300 to 1500? I think BCH is a great Long term investment. im
almost fully invested, it really depends on what BTC does.

 Anonymous (ID: sCtqhZTZ ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:38:28 No.4881796 >>4881860

>>4881778
Any thoughts on Siacoin?

 Anonymous (ID: uwiAXZbI ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:43:06 No.4881860 >>4882066

>>4881796
Its been around for a while. I don't see anything special on it. Can you make money out of trading it?
perhaps if you buy low enough. Is it worth my time? No

As I said, be very picky about your coins. Its not a good idea to own like 10 different cryptos. specially if you
dont have a big portfolio

 Anonymous (ID: 2uUcFzsV ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:55:57 No.4882053

>>4881778
Is the reason for ADA being pushed by you because it has a good future, devs behind it that are worthwhile,
etc?

 Anonymous (ID: sCtqhZTZ ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:56:33 No.4882066
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>>4881860
Interesting, thanks for the feedback. 

I find the idea of having a distributed, decentralized, and uncensorable worldwide hard drive pretty exciting.
Worldwide data doubles roughly every 18 months - having a way to store, share, and utilize that data faster
than any central authority is appealing to me. They also have a working product, an excellent dev team
(ranked among the highest), and the storage capacity of the network is growing quite quickly. 

To each their own, though. Have a good one and best of luck.

 Anonymous (ID: bxBl7l0t ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:57:53 No.4882093

>>4870000
checked. help him and me op. do we hold or sell?????? I want a bmw bike

 Anonymous (ID: gnKg990x ) 12/08/17(Fri)05:59:35 No.4882123 >>4882188 >>4884451

>>4869453 (OP)
BCH is garbage.. Be careful guys.

His reasons are not sound at all.

Coming from somebody who's done a hell of a lot better, if that matters.

 Anonymous (ID: 0NMBhMKN ) 12/08/17(Fri)06:01:45 No.4882155 >>4882292

>>4869453 (OP)
Should I buy EOS? Also when is the correction coming and how low will BTC go?

 Anonymous (ID: +A5/ttpx ) 12/08/17(Fri)06:03:29 No.4882188

>>4882123
post portfolio then

 Anonymous (ID: bgnvHQ0L ) 12/08/17(Fri)06:10:06 No.4882292 >>4882403

>>4882155
Eos is a big joke.

 Anonymous (ID: 0NMBhMKN ) 12/08/17(Fri)06:16:23 No.4882403

>>4882292
how so?

 Anonymous (ID: wlxG3FUY ) 12/08/17(Fri)06:19:22 No.4882445

>>4869960
dude shut the fuck up your sittin soooo pretty
lucky bitch

 Anonymous (ID: eBs5JMut ) 12/08/17(Fri)06:27:58 No.4882627
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Archived / 290 / 22

 Anonymous (ID: LNiyMy08 ) 12/08/17(Fri)06:29:00 No.4882653

>>4872210
No one lost money, dingus. 300 billion dollars has literally been invented out of nothing. All that crypto has
served is inflating the pool of currency.

 Anonymous (ID: BzWXvGc8 ) 12/08/17(Fri)06:41:33 No.4882904

>>4881778
Yes as in today, I think it might rise to 0.11-13 range and stabilize.

And I would not sleep on IOTA that much. I work within the animal science industry with big data. They
recently partnered with cornerstone norwegian companies like TINE in regards to sensordata from
automatic milking robots. They have already helped developed the citybike program here in Oslo. Small
grassroot stuff like that tells me it is not vaporware.

 Anonymous (ID: Hxfq+oZg ) 12/08/17(Fri)07:34:04 No.4883769

https://discord.gg/RMdhzf

 Anonymous (ID: 3Cz6RiYz ) 12/08/17(Fri)07:59:39 No.4884199

>>4869453 (OP)
What is your opinion on salt, will they be the future of lending?

 Anonymous (ID: xI0OJNeR ) 12/08/17(Fri)08:06:50 No.4884323

>>4869453 (OP)
I'm just doing a shitton of bounties and holding them untill they're worthless or I'm a millionaire. Plus I buy
into ADA and got a bit of a gamble going with a lowcap coin that has provided me thus far with 8x returns. I
want to get more into ICOs but i'm not sure what ICOs are good. They're all fluff and marketing, their
whitepaper is ridiculous it should be academic reviews but its just marketing and sales. I checked the stats
on ICOs it seems only like 20 have given massive returns, the ones where you can lay down 1000 and get
back 100k after 2-3 years. So how do I get involved with promising ICOs? Most of them are hype or
controlled by whales it seems as they all dip really hard. Help please? Thanks in advance!

 Anonymous (ID: WBelxTmL ) 12/08/17(Fri)08:14:14 No.4884451

>>4882123
bost portfolio

 Anonymous (ID: 5OiPnlPb ) 12/08/17(Fri)08:21:27 No.4884564

>>4871241

Why should normies buy LTC?

BTC is the first thing they're looking at then comes nothing, then ETH and IOTA.
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